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The principle scientific objective of this project is an
investigation of ion acceleration transverse to the magnetic field in the
topside ionosphere. Transverse acceleration is believed to be responsible for
the upward-movin8 conical ion distributions (or "conics") commonly observed
along auroral field lines at altitudes from several hundred to several
thousand kilometers. Since these conics are observed in conjunction with ion
cyclotron wave activity, the current theoretical understanding is that the
ions are heated transverse to the masnetic field by VLF waves at harmonics of
their 8yrofrequencies, and then accelerated upward alon8 the field by the
magnetic mirror force. Such a mechanism is clearly important in the
determination of the ultimate source of the L_u_Lu_L=LIu wi_,m= _iatlon
(i.e. a terrestrial vs. a solar wind source).
Of primary concern in this invest,sat,on is the extent of these
conic events in space and time. Theoretical predictions (e.g. Dusenbery and
Lyons,1981) indicate ve_ rapid initial heating rates, depending on the ion
species. These same theories (in concurrence with observations) predict that
the events will occur within a narrow vertical resion of only a few hundred
kilometers. Thus an instrument with very hish spatial and temporal resolution
was required for this investigation; further, since different heating rates
were predicted for different ions, it was necessary to obtain composition as
well as velocity space distributions.
The FIMS instrument was designed to meet these criteria. To
facilitate _api_ ssans+ measurements were limited to those energies (<2keV)
and ions (0 ,NO ,H ,He ) predicted to dominate the ion conic events (see
Klumpar, 1979). High spatial resolution was further enhanced by the low speed
and high telemetry rate of the sounding rocket (as compared with those of a
satellite). The complete measurement objectives are given below:
Energy Ranse .......................................... 1 sV/q _o 2 keV/o
Ion Species ............................................ H , He , 0+, N0÷
Pitch-Ansle Resolution _u 1°o'''oe...l-oo.eleeeloe.ioo.eei.e.i..eeee..
Pitch-Angle Ranse for E/q Measurements .................. a - 0° - 180 °
Pitch-Angle Range for M/q Measurements ................... u - 80 ° - 130 °
Time Resolution for complete (E/q,u) Distribution ................. 1.1 s
Time Resolution for complete (E/q, M/q, a) Distribution .......... 6.6 s
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. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
2.1   .3na/xzmm
Plate 1 is a photograph of the FIMS with an MCP detector mounted
on the rocket deck plate.
The FIMS instrument consists of two pairs of spherical section
conducting plates (Rin-28.9mm , _R_,-3.02m; R_,,_-37.6mm, AR_,_-3.88mm) actin8
as a dual-channel enersy filter, _llowed by _'_ylindrical _d_l-channel
(R_,- 73.7mm, AR_ -7.4ram: Rn,,e-82.2mm , ARn, e.8.2mm ) ExB mass analyzer, and two
ch_ineltron detectors. F1811_ 2-1 is a s_matic view of the instrument. The
entrance nousLn_ provlces a oa_ie for of_-a_le traJectorles. The
electrostatic plates are noryl coated with conductin8 paint and covered with
lamp blacking to reduce scattering. The maEnet is SmCo with a field strensth
of 1900 8auss. The ExB analyzer operates at a bias of -815V with respect to
the electrostatic analyz.er.
The flight detector consisted of two (2) Amperex B413-BL
channeltrons with a grounded 8rid in front of them. The biasing network and
amplifier circuit (supplied by Mullard Space Science Labs) used with them are
shown in Fisure 2-2.
The detector and pre-amp section of Fisure 2-2 consists of two (2)
Amptek. Inc.. Model All1 Hybrid Charse Sensitive Pre-Amplifier/
Discriminator and Bias Networks packased on a printed circuit board. A second
circuit board houses an Amptek D400 Quad 8-bit Binary Counter and a 74HC244
Bus Driver.
An aluminum housLng provides mountin8 for the two boards, as well
as the two channeltrons. A 15-pln sub D connector provides the interface for
the power and data lines.
2.2 Power Supplles
The programmable power supply (PPS) developed for the Fast Ion
Mass Spectrometer is a new and totally different design from that used on
previous programa, such as the Centaur I Soundlng rocket. To provide a
8rearer number of voltase steps and the versatility of programming for
different instruments, two CMOSUVerasable PROMs were used as a lookup table
addressed by the Central Electronics Packa8e (CEP). The PROM output data
provided input to a 10-bit D/A converter which performs as a staircase
generator used to control the driver of the high-volta8e transformer stage, as
well as the control for the dynamic hi8h-voltage shunt resulator.
Throush a network of hish-value resistors, a reference voltage is
fed back to the control section to form a closed-loop system for better
voltase reEulation. Fisure 2-3 is a block diagram of the PPS.
Isolation of the power supply secondary voltases is provided by
transformer coupllng in the input DC/DC converter, which provides the
necessary digital and analog supply voltages. In the case of the mass PPS
where the high-voltage return is at a float potential of as much as 3 kV, an
additional P.C. card is provided which contains opto-isolators for the data
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Figure 2-1 SCHEMATIC PRESENTATION OF THE DUAL-CHANNEL






















































7The fabrication of the power supply consisted of five separate
epoxy glass P.C. boards and a single motherboard. The boards are divided into
functional blocks to minimize circuit interconnects on the motherboard. For
isolation• separate high-voltage connectors are used on the highvoltage sub-
board to the motherboard where the high value resistor networks are located.
The five boards are separated as follows: I/O board, Power Supply board•
Control board, H.V. Control board, and H.V. board. In the isolated supply for
the mass analyzer, an additional Isolation board is installed. A jumper board
is installed for non-isolated operation. Figure 2-4 shows the component
layout for the motherboard, and Figures 2-5 through 2-10 show the component
layout for the six sub-boards.
The power supply is packaged in an aluminum housing, measuring 2
in. long x 4 in. wide x 2.5 in. deep. A 25-pin sub D connector provides the
interconnections for the low-voltage control and supply. The high-voltage
leads are routed through an epoxy glass insulator board and connected directly
to the motherboard, eliminating exposed high-voltage terminals.
2.3 Central Electronics Pscka_
The FIMS analyzer is controlled and monitored by a Central
Electronics Package (CEP) shown in block diagram as Figure 2.3-1. The CEP is
responsible for the generation of all Program Power Supply (PPS) commands as
well as the acquisition of science data from the analyzer's detector assembly.
Data acquired from the analyzer is formatted and relayed to the rocket's pulse
code modulation (p.c.m.) telemetry subsystem at the appropriate time.
A 16 bit microprocessor with associated clock, memory and
input/output circuitry is employed within the CEP. Circuitry for the CEP is
contained on 4 plug-in printed wirlng/stitchweld circuit boards all of which
are housed in the single CEP enclosure. A detailed description of each of the
4 boards is contained in paragraphs to follow.
2.3.1 Central Processln_ Unit
Figures 2.3-2 through 2.3-6 are schematic diagrams of the FIMS CEP
central processin 8 unit (CPU). As can be seen in Figure 2.3-2, the CPU is
controlled by an 80C86 microprocessor operating in the "minimum" configuration
(without co-processors). The 80C86's clock and bus controller circuits can
also be seen in Figure 2.3-2.
Since the 80C86 employees a multiplexed address/data bus it is
necessary to de-multiplex the bus before it can be used to communicate with
memory and I/O devices. Figures 2.3-3 and 2.3-4 show the manner in which the
CPU bus is de-multiplexed within the FIMS CEP. The components used by the CEP
are all complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) except for interface
drivers.
In order to minimize the amount of circuitry needed by each of the
4 circuit boards for address decoding, a centralized I/O device decoding
system, shown in Figure 2.3-6• is used by the CEP.To detect an I/O address
the system's II most significant address bits are compared to a preset values
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Figure 2-5 Component Layout of the I/O Board
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Figure 2-6 Component Layout of the Control Board
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Figure 2-7 Component Layout of the H. V. Control Board
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address bits add4-add6 are decoded in order to generate unique select lines
for the individual I/O devices. Decoded addresses are then qualified against
memory read and write control signal to produce the various strobe and enable
siEnals needed for operation by the other 3 boards. Figure 2.3-6 shows the
manner in which these several control signals are generated.
2.3.2 Control and Data Memory
Figures 2.3-7 through 2.3-9 show the circuitry used to provide the
FIMS CEP with both control and data memory. As a media for storing software
instructions, CMOS u.v. erasable/programmable read only memory (EPROM) devices
are used. Between the two 27C64 EPROMs used in the CEP, a total of 16k bytes
o_ program storage space Is made availaole.
For data memory and program stack operations, CMOS static random
access memory (RAM) is used. Figures 2.3-8 shows the circuitry used to
produce a total of 4k bytes of ram for the CEP. Address recognition for the
memory board is managed with 54HC688s as seen in Figures 2.3-7 and 2.3-8.
Because of the short operating time of the FIMS instrument no attempt has been
made to implement error detection/correction on control or data memory.
2.3.3 Pro oTsm Power Sup917 (PPS) Interfaces
Figures 2.3-10 through 2.3-14 show the circuitry used to provide
an interface between the CEP and the PPS's. Commands for the PPSs are latched
in CMOS octal latches as shown in Figures 2.3-11 and 2.3-12. The strobe
siEnals used by the latches to actually trap the PPS command words off of the
system bus are produced on the CPU board itself as described earlier.
Reference is made to the signal labeled "PPSISTR" in Figure 2.3-11 as an
example of a PPS command strobe signal.
To provide electrical drive capability to the octal latches
storing the I0 bit command words used by each of the 2 PPS's, CMOS hex
inverters are used. Examples of these interface buffers can be seen in
Figures 2.3-11 and 2.3-12. It should be noticed that the logical interface to
both of the PPS's is through the 10 least significant bits of the CPU's 16 bit
data bus.
In addition to providing a logical and physical interface to the
PPS' s, the PPS interface board also provides command monitoring capability.
Figures 2.3-13 and 2.3-14 show the digital circuitry used to latch the PPS
command words into parallel/serial shift registers. The same strobe signal
used to latch the PPS command into the appropriate output buffer is also used
to latch the command into the input section of a I0 bit shift register.
The shift registers used for the 2 PPS command interfaces can be
clocked out by the rocket's p.c.m, telemetry interface as required.
Attention is called to the fact that interfaces to the rocket's telemetry
system are true differential with all output signals driven by high current
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2.3.4 _ Detector Tnterfaee
Shown on Figures 2.3-15 through 2.3-19 are the electrical
schematics of the interfaces between the CEP and the analyzer's detector
subsystem. Two Amperex B413-BL channel electron multipliers (CEM) (Section
2.1) with associated preamplifiers and a 2 channel CMOS hybridized binary
counter are used in the detector subsystem. Ions exiting the E X B analyzer
will be detected by the CEMs producing pulses which will in turn be counted by
the binary counter mentioned above. The CEP acquires detector counts from
this hybridized counter through an 8 bit parallel interface shown in Figures
2.3-14 and 2.3-15. A handshakin E systems is employed to assure proper data
transfer between the CEP and the detector subsystem. Figure 2.3-19 is a
ti_Jng diagram of tkis handshak_n E.
The 80C86 microprocessor communicates with the detector interface
through an 82C55 programmable peripheral interface (PPI) device. The
handshakin E scheme described above is carried out using port c output bits
from the 82C55. Although somewhat slow, this approach to handshakinE uses
very few components.
2.3.5 Software Op_erat_on
As mentioned earlier, the FIMS instrument is controlled and
monitored by a 16 bit CMOS microprocessor. A simplified flowchart of the
software operation of the microprocessor is shown in Figure 2.3-20. The
controller is completely interrupt driven, depending on timing interrupts
generated by telemetry interface circuitry for operation. Minor frame
(0.8 ms) and major frame (25.6 ms) rate interrupts synchronize the operation
of the instrument to the data acqultion rate of the telemetry system.
As each major frame rate interrupt is received, the microprocessor
runs a software task which builds a pointer into a table of commands used by
the energy analyzer's PPS. As seen in the flowchart, the process of building
and transmitting energy PPS commands continues until a complete energy sweep
ranginE from lev/q to 2115 ev/q has been completed. Normally, an energy sweep
is completed in I.I seconds. Table 2.3-1 shows the energy levels visited
during a normal energy sweep.
At the completition of an energy sweep a new ion species is
selected (via mass PPS commands) for measurement and the energy analysis begun
again. Table 2.3-2 shows the atomic masses of the species examlnedand the
order in which they are sampled. When all species have been analyzed in the
order shown in Table 2.3-2 the software recycles and begins the "normal sweep"
again.
Because of the cross coupling between the energy/charge and
mass/charge analyzers it is necessary to make minor corrections to the mass
PPS setting for each new energy command. It is therefore oversimplified to
think that in normal operation only the energy PPS is stepped each major
frame.
Reference has been made to a "normal sweep" in the paragraphs
above in order to differentiate between the standard sweep and the fine mass
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TABLE 2.3-1 ENERGY/CHARGE VALUES SAMPLED BY FIMS






















































"normal sweep" is used to indicate an enersy/mass set of commands which visits
each of the ion species listed in Table 2.3-2 at each of the energy levels
shown in Table 2.3-I. A normal sweep thus requires 6.6 seconds to complete.
When 9 normal sweeps have been completed the FIMS software is programmed to
enter the fine mass resolution mode. In this mode the energy PPS is held fixed
for 9 major frame times while the mass PPS is commanded to the 4 closest
command settings below and the 5 closest setting above the optimum mass PPS
command for each species. In other words, the energy PPS is fixed and the
mass PPS sweeps the 9 closest command settings to the optimal for the selected
species.
The total number of major frames required to complete the fine
(species) yielding a product of 2268 commands issued over 5S.06 seconds. At
the completitlon of the fine mass scan, the FIMS software resumes the normal
scan mode.
A complete set of software listings for the FIMS CEP is contained
in Appendix B of this document.
4O
. LABORATORY CALIBRATION
The FIMS instrument was first calibrated with laboratory
electronics and detect2rs at the SwRI Ion Calibration Facility using hydrogen
(H,T) and nitroEen (N,') ions at energies from 100eV to 2 keV to test the
inner and outer channels respectively. Contour plots, such as Figure 3-1, were
used to confirm the analyzer constants for the two sections over the entire
energy range. The plot shows voltage on the electrostatic analyzer (x axis)
vs. voltaEe on the electric field plate_ in the ExB analyzer (y axis) vs.
counts (shown as contours) for 2 keV N, . These data give an averaEe dE/E of
about 10%. Mass resolution can be demonstrated by taking the separation in
voltage applied to the ExB analyzer between masses of interest compared to the
....... •All ions of _.ntcre=t _,_I__pz_au i_i voltaEe fo_" an _..ndi_dual mas_. --_
resolved.
Scans of azimuthal and elevation throughput were also made to
confirm the angular range of the instrument. Figure 3-2 shows the acceptance
to be ±3 ° in azimuth and ±12 ° in elevation. Appendix C is a collection of
plots of lab data.
A microchannel plate (MCP) detector was used in order to study
exit z position of the particle trajectories vs. incoming # angle, for
reference in future missions in which use of an MCP might allow such
correlations to be recorded yleldln8 additional information about the pitch
angle dependence of the conic events. These data are shown in Figure 3-3,
plotted against tan8 (solid line) which is the expected acceptance. We hope
to investigate the discrepancy further with the next FIMS.
Finally, the flight power supplies (PPSs) and central electronics
package (CEP) were integrated with the analyzer and the complete instrument
was calibratedusinE an SC-I Spacecraft Computer to simulate the rocket's
communication buss. Figure 3-4 is a block diaEram of the preflight
verification configuration. Appendix D contains a table showing a listin E of
power supply settings for various energies and masses. Instrument performance
in the final configuration was confirmed using several input ions.
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In January of 1986 the Centaur II sounding Rocket was launched
from the Andoya Range in Norway. Due to a mechanical failure, the nose cone
of the rocket was never completely released, blocking the view of the
scientific payload and resulting in an inappropriate and shortened trajectory.
Telemetry tapes recorded at the station in Andoya, and also by the NASA
Wallops portable tacking station onsight, were studied extensively in the hope
that some data might be retrieved; however, no clear evidence of mass peaks or
a mass/energy correlation could be found.
Figure 4-1 shows data from the original Andoya tapes; note the
ano_Jo,mq counts _t powers of 2 (2. _, 16, etco). Figures 4-2 through 4-6
show data from the tapes supplied by Wallops. Figure 4-2 sho_s data from the
first tap_ supplied by Wallops, selected for masses in the NO range in (a)
and the 0 range in (b). Figure 4-3 shows the same data eliminating the time
period in which the high voltage was turned on. Figure 4-4a shows data from
the instrument inner channel and Figure 4-4b shows the same data eliminating
the time _terval for high-_oltage turn-on. Figures 4-5a and 4-5b show data
for the 0 range and the NO range, respectively, from the second Wallops
tape. Finally, Fi2ures 4-6a and 4-6b show data from the inner channel
H _' + _selected on the , , Ho range and on the NO , 0 range, respectively, from
Wallops tape 2. Figure 4-6 clearly indicates that these counts are due to
noise, since data are identical with the voltages set in the high-mass range
(incorrect for the inner channel) and with voltages set in the low mass range
(proper setting for this channel).
In summary, in all the outer channel data we see a noise pattern
occurring at powers of two, and in all the inner channel data we see a
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INNER CHANNEL H2 1 KeV
























I I I I I I
66.0 67.5 69.0 70.5 72.0 73.5 75.0
ESA VOLTAGE
96.0
OUTER CHANNEL H2 1 KeV















60.0 I I I I I I I I I
125.0 127.5 130.0 132.5 135.0 137.5 140.0 142.5 145.0 147.5 150.0
ESA VOLTAGE
I t
OUTER CHANNEL N 2 500eV
66.0
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I I I I I I I
23.0 24.0 25.0 26.0 27.0 28.0 29.0 30.0
ESA VOLTAGE
• I
























I I I I
96.0 99.0 102.0 105.0
I I I I





2 K e V N 1+ N 2 +
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INNER CHANNEL H 2 2 KeY
100.0
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20.9 40.8 60.7 80.6 100.5
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Listing of Power Supply Settings
,x
ENERGY ENERGY PPS
1. (-x'x} • !5(11)
i. 2Cx) . 150
1 439 . =-• i.._t)
i. 7''_..-, .15(::)
._°.073 . 17 :S


















45. 987 3. 832
u. 184 4. 599
66. _._.°_I 5 .518
79. 465 6. 622
95. 1358 7. 947
114.43(] 9. 536
137. 1316 1 !. 443
164. 779 13. 732
197. 734 16. 478
237. 281 19. 773
"84 o-r.. 728- 738
341. 685 28. 474
410. (1)2"-." 34. 169
492. (:)27 4 !. (:)(i)2
59(). 432 49.2(')3
7()8.518 59. (')43
""]'_" i') *')_) _ "_ " _.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.':2_{z' '
!02C). 266 85. (1)22j)
! 224. :"L2(") 1(_. 0_'_7
1469 . 184 1°°_._..432
!763. 020 146. 918
2 ! ! 5. 624 /1"76. 3(:)2
1 .OC)C) -- - i5("}
1.2,:)C) . 15,::)
:!.. 439 . 15(:)
1. "72"7 . 15(:)
o ,",7"_ 173..1.• . • ._ •
o 487 2 r_7.i.i • ...,








i '_. 834 i . (")7(")..
!5. 401 !. 283
18. 481 !. 54(}
-,o 177 1 848
:'7, ,:'.. i.. "I ":T :":, "T, "1 ,:')
FIMS COMMAND TABLES
MASS PF'S F'ROM 1 PROM2
25. (}63 000 (:) C)203_
25. 077 0(:)0C) (':)2(i):3- /
25. C,92 000 C) C)203-
25. I I I OC)(')C) 0203-
25. 134 000F 020:5-
= !61 Cx}21 020E--
25. 19:3 C,0:33 02 (")3_"
25. _.°_°._,,_ 0C)46 0204
25. 279 (i)(:)58 02C)4
25. 336 006A ()204
25.403. 007 D 0204
25. 484 008F 0205
25. 582 C)OA 1 ('-}2C)5
25,699 OOB4 "'_"5.,_-....
25. 839 0C)C6 (:)2(:)6
26. 008 00D8 0207
26.210-- OC:,EB 02C)7
26- 453 _ (::,OFD 0208
26.746 010 F 0209
27. (}97 .- 0122 020B
27.519 _- 0134 C)20 C
28.027 0 ! 46 (} 20 E
28.638 0158 0210
•po _-,_ OI6B C)':'.'1:'R',
-I0.258 017 D 0216
31. 324 018F (:)219
_, r)? iD.... 6 !0 01 A2 _
--:4.162 01 B4 0222
:2,6. ")_5,.._ 01C6 (.) .'--"_'_-', "
38. 299 01D9 ()22E"
41. (:)38 01EB 0234 -
44. 354 0:1.F-'D 023C "
48.374 0210 ")...--,u......
('):':,'?"953. 251 ...... 024F /
59. 175 (]234 0259
66. 377 (:)247 r)......"o,J.... I"
75. 138 (3259 0271 _,
F .=, (}27F:L. 8C)4 026B
98.79,_ ) 0'27E C)28D
1 i-zF.6_: , rx'."_9r_ 029C
133.91:3 02A2 02AB
157.41. 6 (32B5 02BC
tl_86.3} 48 0 ? C7 02 C C
,-..-,. 077 (")C)(:)C) 01 FB
"-" 089 0000 0 :l F B
o - 05 0 C.00.....1 C:,1F B
o._ .j ._.-r __;")_')") 01FB
2_ 45 r,','W ...... 1 ......... '-_1 F B
•-,.-r.. ,- 0(')21 C)!FB_... . 170
_ 9r)4 0033 OIFB....-,. _ ._
"_" _ 0C)46 01FB"9 .-r. :'4."
-' 288 0058 OIFC
.." .J. 344 Cx]6A 01FC
,_.-r (} r)r)7D (} 1FC... 41 ......
23. 490 (")08F 01FC
"_' 585 r)mAl '_IFD-'"--:,m -..,... ,.,
"_--"7r)r) 0C)B4 r)IFD•.'..j• , -... ..
.--_,"_"'.1938_ 0C)C6 01FE
24. (}03 0(:)D8 01FF
24.2(:)2 C!OEB 01 FF
24.441 OC,FD (:)2(:)(:)





































































OF POOR "_ _"" .....
38. "_'_ _' 25.48"7.... - 3 • 194
45. 987 3. 832 25. 986
N • ,J9 .55 184 4 = c_ ,__o. 586
66. _-"_._1 5 .5 !8 -9?,.308
79.465 6.622 28. 178
95. 358 7. 947 29. 226
114.43(:) 9. 536 3'..:).490
1137. 316 11. 443 _,,=-r".,,,:)15
164. 779 13. 732 33. 858
!97. 734 16. 478 36. (:)85
237. 281 19. 773 38. 781
047284. 738 _.°-r._,.728 4..
341 •685 28. 474 46. C'08
410. (J-"_' 34 . 169 5'..:).81 ?
492. ()27 41. 002 56. 661
590.4_, 49. 203 63. 769
7;"8 51. 8 _---_ 7"2.423....... '4. 043
•.,- ..... _ , :_). 8u._" 82.,.9.¢6
i':]2(]) . 266 " ' '= ; .... ._-- -J 4_ 95.81(_)
1224. 320 iC)2. (?27 11 i. 483
1469. 184 I, .4-, 13(:):588
176:3. (}20 146.918 153. 884
I15.624 , 176.- ..... " ,, ...._.-(.) - 182, "8:"
1. 000 _ V-:[_b _-.-:[ 50
1.20(] . 150 . 150
1. 439 . 15(':. . 150
1. 727 .150 .15'..:)
2.073 .15(-) . 15(")
_=.'_487 . 166 . 15'..:)
2. 985 . 199 . 15'..:)
3.582 .239 . 150
4. 298 .287 . !5C)
5. 158 .344 . 15'..:)
6. 189 .413 . 15,,,:)
7.427 .495 . 150
8. 913 .594 . 15,,,11)
10•695 .713 . 15(]
I_.."_'834 .856 . 15 ¢).
!5.4'..:)1 1. (:)27 . 15(')
18.481 i. -_,-_='_ . 15;')
-__. 177 1. 478 1_'-("• • ,J .!
26.6!3 1.774 . 15c)
3i.935 _..-'129 . 15(:)
38. _''" _" 555 .
.-,_- _- -. !50
45. 987 3. C)66 . 15()
55• 184 3.679 .15,:Z)
66. ''.__'_...- 1. 4.415 . 1.50
79. 465 5. 298 . :1.50
95. 358 6. :];57 .1 =_,(.)
1 !4.43'..:) 7. 629 . 150
137• 316 9. 154 . 15(]
164.779 10.985 . 15q)
1.97. 734 1 ..'7";.182 . 15(}
'?_'7 "8 .......... ,"•I 15. 819 15¢_
284. 738 18. 983 . 1=,j()
341 685 _' 779 .• _. 150
41 (-). 022 27. 335 . 15(]
492. yr..',? _'>" 8q)2 1 ='¢)
59(').4:2,2 39. 362 .150
7 (z:,8.5 ! 8 .a,-7,. _'o._-._,_.. . 15 (")
850. _""" = ' A'.,:.._- ,..,o. _ _31 . 15 0
!.:)20.266 68.018 . 15'....)
1224.32(:) 81.821 . 15':Z)
i469. 184 97. 946 . 15(1)




































































































































































































_:.'..1. ,..I = C:).aL't .L'I' .L . ;J"l'_;:. . .L ,,,1%1 :J._.2.1.L
, _I.00':1_ . 150 26.861 ,:":}00
1. 200 . !5,:i) 26. 874 ()000
i. 439 . 150 26. 890 0,:}.::)(Z)
i. 727 . 15() 26.910 0000
"_ (')7]:.. 173 26. ".'_ -" ;"")¢_F
2. 487 .2()7 26.96'::3 0':}21
"2.985 .249 26. 993 ':')':')33
3.58'2 .298 ,','_-7.':.'333 ¢)¢_.46
4. 298 .358 27.081 0(_58
5. 158 .430 27. 138 0,:}6A
6. 189 .516 .,.'_-_2,:]7. 007D
7. 427 .619 27. 289 008F
8. 913 .743 27. 388 00AI
10. 695 .891 27.5'::37 0,:}B4
12. 834 1. '::37'::3 27.65'::) 0,:}C6
! 5 .. _lr; !. 1 • 28._': 77 _ _ 1 Cx]l)8
i8.48 i 1. 540 28. 027 ,:-}OED
"_._..177 1. 848 28. "_G',4 ,:)OFD
26.6,13 o 718 28. _'7 ,:')1OF
31 935 "2.661 28. 928 ¢) _'_
38. 322 3. 194 29. 357 ()134
45. 987 3. 832 29. 873 ,:-)146
55. 184 4. 599 30. 494 0158
66. -o-o . ._._.i 5 518 31 241 016B
79• 465 6. 622 32. 140 017D
95. 358 7. 947 33. _._._, ,::3ii8F
114. 430 9. 536 34. 529 ,::)IA2
!37. 316 II.443 36. 104 01B4
:164. _7(_,,, 13 .732 38. ¢),'_5... .siC6.
197• 7:3.4 16• 478 40. 302 0!D9
237. 281 !9• 773 43. 079 OIEB
284. 738 .,..-,°'_.728 46 .441 '";1FD...
341. 685 :28. 474 5,::3.514 021,::)
410 r...... 34. . 0222. )_:, 169 55 454
492 L)_:7 41 '::)(32 61 451 rr-_-"
59,:::..432 49. 203 68. 736 024"7
7'::38.518 59. '::343 77. 594 0259
85,:'3..,.,_,_°_ 7¢). 8,J-=< 88 .372 028B
(.... "_1 , _o 027Ei ,:'m'.'¢_ 266 85..i,' ..' 1
1224 _¢•J, J 1':::)2.,::327 117 466 ':::329(::3
i469. 184 I.-'...432 136. 920 O-A,
r'-)_r,_!763. ':::32,::3146• 918 160.611
21. 15. 624 176. 302 189. 455 02C7
I. O("x:) . !50 4. 156 ,::)00,::)
!. 2,::)0 . 150 .4. 167 ,::)00,::)
1. 439 . 150 4. !79 '::3'::3(:3'::)
1. _""',.,., . ....15'.") 4. i (75 ,::)00,::)
2 073 173 4. "_'13 ";¢"")F• • M. .....,,..
,. 487 .2,:::)7 4. 235 '::)021
"_ 985 249 4. 261 ()0334.1 •
3. 582 .298 4. 292 0046
..-,u8 33'::3 '::3'::)584. 298 .-'_" 4.
5 158 430 4. -_-.... -., u 0()6A
6. 189 .516 4.43'::3 0,::)7D
7 4_ 619 4. 495 '::x}8F
8. 913 .743 4. 573 00AI
10. 695 .891 4. 668 00B4
!2.834 1. ':::370 4.781 00 C6
...... •-8.J -'1 o _ "7 _"_')D815. Zl ,'")1 1 "_ "-_ ......... .
18..481 I. 54,::) 5. 080 00EB
"'__ 177 1,.. 848 5 . _..,'_"_, 00FD
_C, ,el. •
26. 613 2.2i8 5. 513 ,:}:[OF
:'31. '?35 2. 661 5.3;97 0122
38. 322 3. 194 6. 139 0134
020A
020A
'::)20A
020A
020A
020A
020A
020B
020B
020B
020B
020B
020C
020C
020D
020D
020E
020F
0210
0211
0213
':9215
0217
0219
021C
021F
0223
0228
022D
0233
0239
0241
,::3249
0253
025D
0268
'::3274
-- -"8-"
028F
029E
02AE
02BE
02CE
014 E
() :1.4 F"
(: 3:1.4 F
,::3:L4 F
0150
01. 5'::)
0151
01.52
0152
0153
0155
0156
0158
015A
015C
015F
0163
0166
016B
0170
0176
•-r. "3.
._I 4_
., ...
-.T ,")
.-r_3.
•-, 4.
32
32
"3.
•"T 'T._
32
32
32
".T_.
32
.'5,2
32
32
32
".T _.
..2, ..'"
..T _.._
• .2, ."
.-:-. ,--,
..-_ ,-
i6
16
16
16
i6
16
16
I6
16
16
16
16
! 6
1.,5
16
16
I6
16
16
16
!6
ORIGINAL p;_,_G_ t._
OF POOR QU,ILiTY
